Florence Jaquet
L a n d s c a p e

a r c h i t e c t

EXTENDED HERITAGE CURTILAGE FOR VARROVILLE (SHR00737)
Right of reply relating to the 14th January 2019 presentation to IPCLandscape Reply
Preamble
Being unfamiliar with the IPC process, I was surprised to see that there were no requirements
for swearing in nor supplying Statutory Declarations prior to giving evidence to ensure some
accountability and factuality into what is being presented. I am prepared to supply a Statutory
Declaration to accompany any of my submissions.

Mrs Kirkby presentation
Claim:
Response:

CMCT has never offered to buy the property.
Incorrect. Although irrelevant to the matter at hand, the offer was made
verbally by CMCT’s representatives at our first meeting with Mrs Kirkby on
Wednesday 28th August 2013 in the afternoon at the Catholic Club. I was
witness to it.

Claim:
Response

The Masterplan has not changed since day one.
Incorrect.
This is the Masterplan in 2013 (below)
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Claim:
Response:

Project has been promoted as a lawn cemetery and it is not.
Incorrect - The project has always been presented as a landscaped cemetery
and Memorial Park.
It has always been described as a mix of:
 Lawn plaques on concealed concrete beams (left below) (a visual
improvement on the commonly used plaques on exposed concrete
beams- right below)

 And headstones in screened burial rooms
 And a small number of concealed above –ground burials,
as described in this extract (page 33) of the 2013 Masterplan report below:

Heritage Council/OEH presentation
Overall, I found the HC/OEH presentation misleading to the extreme. It confirmed my disbelief
that such a crucial organisation involved in the understanding and preservation of State
Significant Heritage could rely so heavily on flawed, bias and manipulated information.
Similarly to the OPP report, the presentation raises more questions than answers.
Item 1:

Aerial map from Slide #6 and associated text
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Response:

Although not a Heritage Consultant, I make a point of understanding
information supplied by other consultants and make it my professional
duty to challenge unsubstantiated and unclear information.
In this instance I fail to understand:
 How the addition of blue dots all over a pixelated 1947 aerial map
(as shown on above OEH slide) proves anything? It is important for
the panel to be supplied with an unedited copy of this aerial map
to make their own interpretation of dam evidence in 1947
(appended N2).
 It is not recognised nor mentioned in the presentation that natural
landscapes suffer greatly from erosion and watercourses are not
static over time as is well documented in “Losing Ground: An
Environmental History of the Hawksbury-Nepean Catchment”,
Hale and Iremonger, Sydney 1995, commissioned by Sydney
Water. This site falls within this catchment. There is a real
possibility that watercourses on this site have moved over the last
200 years, especially after the consistent vegetation clearing which
has occurred over the last 150 years.
 How a 1947 aerial map could be used to prove any claim relating
to Charles Sturt, who owned the property for 3 years only (whilst
hardly living there) more than a 100 years prior to the said aerial
photo.
 Why this map contradicts the military map of 1917 (below) which
shows no dam on the whole site, yet is being withheld from the
presentation.(Dams are shown as blue triangles with the word
“DAM” next to it)

Source: Commonwealth Section Imperial General Staff;
Commonwealth Department of Defence, 1917
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APPENDICES
Appendix N1
Responding to Public consultation feedback (June 2017)
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Appendix N2

Aerial photo 1947
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